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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Box Arkitekter

Orsjo Belysning PJ50 Ceiling Light.

The PJ50 is a functional and adjustable ceiling light, used for both
home and public spaces. This light can be combined and
ascended in groups, in different lengths and colours to create
more of a statement piece. Ann Morsing and Beban Nord at Box
Arkitekter were inspired by the work of PeFeGe Eriksson when
developing the PJ collection, they have updated the classic
1940's industrial lamp to meet modern day needs. The PJ50 is
still as practical and elegant as the original work lamps were over
60 years ago, but now with the enhancements of modern day
technology.

This ceiling light offers all of the benefits of a spotlight, but without
the harsh atmosphere. This updated task light can be utilised in
private and public spaces. It fits well into varying environments
and feels both stylish and practical. The PJ50 is a suitable
addition for a great many areas such as your kitchen, workspace
and even hallway. In terms of public spaces, this light would be a
perfect addition to a reception desk, an office or even a bar.

The ceiling lamp is available in two variants. The PJ50 is the
larger version of the PJ52 ceiling light.

The purpose of these task lights is to create a comforting direct
light that is perfect for workspaces without being too clinical or
harsh. And this is why the PJ collection soon became on office
classic. Explore the PJ collection today.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 1 x Max 7.5W E27 LED (excluded)

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Integrated on/off switch on the product.

Dimensions: Shade: Ø16cm
Height: 132.5cm
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